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At Sonova, we envision a world where everyone enjoys the delight of 
hearing and therefore lives a life without limitations.
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The impact of hearing loss on life
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► More than just impaired hearing!
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Besser et al, Hearing Research, 2018

Age 65+: 35% HL

All ages:

→Hearing loss is often age-related
→ Increase of prevalence with age

30% - 40% at ages of 65 -74 yrs

50% - 80% at 75+ yrs
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Trend: 
Miniaturized and Wearable 
Sensing Technology

6/14/2022

 No standardization on data for clinical use  

 Biomarker

 No standardized data interfaces

 Digital patient journal 

 No patient-to-doctor path established 

 diagnosis making & chronic disease 

monitoring

 Gap between individual health insights 
and clinical health care.



Trend: Hospital at Home
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Growing geriatric population Mobile health solutions and smart 
technology

Hospital capacity unable to meet 
growing demand Better clinical outcomes

Hospital at Home
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From Hearing Aids into Digital Health Agents
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Technological 
advances in 

miniaturization

Digital Health 
Trend towards 

patient at 
home Hearing Loss 

impacts socio-
emotional 

health

Healthy Aging

 supporting an active life style
 promoting physical & mental 

activity
 monitoring risk factors

The head is the body's centralized          
conveyor of all information

 Ear is a hot spot for
vital sign monitoring

Elderly are largest non-digitilized adult      
population

 Access to target group

Longterm adoption

 HI’s have a high comfort, fit-well and 
have a strong purpose6/14/2022 Swiss MedTech Day 2022



Limitations

Space and Runtime strongly impact
 computing power
 memory
 power supply
 data connection

Key Features

• Run time: 16 + hours, typical use time: 4 + years, daily
• Universal Bluetooth connectivity
• Rechargeability
• Unrivaled sound quality
• SoC with μController, DSP, NVM, Wireless Com, peripherals
• On edge computing and data logging

Hearing Aids – a system full of challenges

 Hearing instruments are optimized towards extreme low-power and high reliability

 Main purpose: real-time audio signal processing
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Actions from Human information – The Internet of Humans
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Insights - Digital biomarker
• Activity pattern
• Heart rate variability
• Blood Pressure
• Social engagement

 Collecting vast amounts of human data and connecting them to actionable insights in hearing and health
 Transforming a hearing aid towards data-driven Internet of Humans (IoH)

Preventions Interventions

• Listening intention
• Attention pattern
• Cognitive decline
• Stress
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Next generation IoH - challenges
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 Increased computational capabilities

 Direct network access

 Edge vs. cloud computing

 Learning on the edge: tiny ML

 Segmentation and segregation

 Data charter: responsible handling of human data

Evolving chip 
technologies 

Cybersecurity

Data 
protection

A human 
internet
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Future outlook: Hearing instruments 
as a technological base to enable the delight of aging
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► Transforming hearing instruments from single purpose to multi purpose

► Tracking health related human data for clinical application

► Creating actionable insights to promote a healthy living of patients

► Leveraging the internet of humans 



At Sonova, we envision a world where everyone enjoys the 
delight of hearing and therefore lives 
a life without limitations.
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